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In this paper, we examine the performance of sub-band encoding

under a number of constraints which can exist in practical digital

communications systems. In particular, we investigate the effects of

varying input signal levels, tandem connections, and channel errors

on the performance of sub-band coders. A coder bit rate of 16 kb/s is

used in all the simulations. The dynamic range performance is evalu-

ated for a 50-dB range of input signal levels. Tandem connections of

up to four sub-band coders in tandem are examined. Finally, the effects

of random channel errors on the performance of sub-band coders is

examined for bit error probabilities of up to 10 percent. A robust coder

design with partial bit error protection is also proposed for use in very

high channel error environments.

Three different performance measures were used in these simula-

tions, the conventional signal-to-noise ratio, a segmental signal-to-noise

ratio, and an LPC distance measure. By comparing the results of these

various performance measures and from informal assessments of

subjective quality, we gain some new insights into the advantages and

disadvantages of these measures in terms of their usefulness in pre-

dicting coder quality.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sub-band coding has recently been proposed as a technique for ob-

taining relatively good quality digital speech at a bit rate of 16

kb/s.1-3 -
16 This quality is subjectively comparable to that of 24 kb/s

ADPCM (adaptive differential PCM), 1,2 and it is generally acceptable for

some types of digital communications applications where relatively low

transmission rates are required.

In a practical communications system, the quality of digital speech

can be affected and degraded by a number of factors. The input speech
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levels to the coders may vary over a relatively broad range, and the coders

may not necessarily be driven at their optimum input levels. In a com-

munications network, digital coders may be linked with other types of

digital or analog systems, and it is possible that several tandem con-

nections of the same type of coder may occur in a given transmission

path. Finally, channel errors may occur in a digital system, and it is

important to understand how the performance of digital coders are af-

fected by these errors.

In this paper, we present the results of a series of experiments designed

to assess the performance and robustness of 16-kb/s sub-band coding

in practical communications environments. The dynamic range of the

coder is evaluated over a 50-dB range of input signal levels. Tandem
connections of sub-band coders of up to four links are examined. The
effect of channel errors is examined for error probabilities as high as 0.1.

Finally, several methods for improving the robustness of sub-band

coding in the presence of channel errors are examined.

II. THE SUB-BAND CODER

Sub-band coding is a waveform coding technique in which the speech

band is partitioned into typically four or five sub-bands by bandpass

filters. Each sub-band is then lowpass-translated to dc, sampled at its

Nyquist rate, and then digitally encoded using adaptive PCM (APCM)

encoding. By this process of dividing the speech band into sub-bands,

each sub-band can be preferentially encoded according to perceptual

criteria for that band. On reconstruction, sub-band signals are decoded

and bandpass-translated back to their original bands. They are then

summed to give a replica of the original speech signal.

A particularly attractive implementation of the sub-band coder, in

terms of hardware, is based on an integer band sampling approach. 1 '2

This approach uses the samplers both for discretizing the sub-band

signals as well as for doing the lowpass and bandpass translations, i.e.,

the modulation is achieved with an impulse train instead of with sine

and cosine signals. This implementation is illustrated in Fig. 1. Bandpass

filters BPi to BPpj in the transmitter and receiver serve to partition the

input speech into sub-bands. The coders and decoders encode the sub-

band signals and the multiplexer combines these digital signals into a

single bit stream for transmission over the digital channel. In addition,

the multiplexer inserts synchronizing bits into the bit stream for the

purpose of synchronizing the operation of the transmitter and receiv-

er.

Table I shows the choice of bands and bit allocations used in the 16-

kb/s coder. The coder is a 5-band design which was proposed in Ref. 2.

Column 2 shows the frequency range covered by each sub-band. The bit

allocation refers to the number of bits/sample used by the coders in each
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Fig. 1—An integer-band sampling implementation of the sub-band coder.

Table I
— 16 kb/s 5-band sub-band coder

Band

Min
Band Sampling Step-Size Bit

Edges (Hz) Freq (Hz) (dB) Allocation Kb/s

1 178-356 356 (Ref) 4 1.42

2 296-593 593 4 2.37

3 533-1067 1067 n 3 3.20

4 1067-2133 2133 -3 2 4.27

5 2133-3200 2133 -8 2 4.27

SYNC — — 0.47

16.00

sub-band. As seen from the table, more accuracy is allowed for encoding

the lower bands for reasons explained in Ref. 2.

The frequency range of the coder extends from 200 to 3200 Hz. A plot

of this frequency response is shown in Fig. 2. As seen in this figure, two
small notches appear in the frequency response at 1067 and 2133 Hz.

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

FREQUENCY IN KILOHERTZ

Fig. 2—Frequency response of the 5-band coder in Table I.
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These notches are due to the transition bands of the filters in bands 4

and 5. Subjectively, these notches are not very perceptible. Bands 1 to

3 are overlapped to avoid such notches at lower frequencies. The filters

are sharp cutoff, 200 tap, FIR filters.

Column 4 in Table I refers to the ratio ofminimum allowed step sizes

of the APCM coders (expressed in decibels), with the minimum step size

of band 1 being the reference. This choice ofminimum step sizes is dif-

ferent than that suggested in Ref. 2 and was found to give a better

matching of the dynamic ranges of the sub-bands.

In Section VI, we propose an alternate design for a 4-band coder which

can be used in a high channel error environment.

III. PERFORMANCE MEASURES

3.1 Conventional s/n

Several objective measures were used to evaluate the performance of

the sub-band coder. In this section we briefly define each of these mea-

sures.

The most commonly used measure of performance of digital coders

has been the conventional signal-to-noise ratio (s/n) evaluated over an

utterance of speech. The speech power is defined as

§ = Zx 2(m) (1)
m

and the noise power is defined as

n = Z Mm) - y(m))2, (2)
m

where x(m) and y(m) are the input and output signals of the coder, re-

spectively, and the summations in (1) and (2) are taken over the entire

speech utterance. The conventional s/n is then defined as

s/n = 10 log(sVn). (3)

In measuring the input and output signals to the sub-band coder, it

is generally desirable to compensate for the effects of filtering in the

coder, particularly effects of group delay. This is done by the circuit

arrangement shown in Fig. 3. The input speech signal s(m) is sub-

band-coded to form the output speech signal y(m). It is also filtered with

the same filters used in the sub-band coder to generate a compensated

reference signal x(m) which is used as the input signal in (1) and (2).

Thus, the s/n ratio defined here is strictly a measure of coder distortions

and is not affected by bandlimiting or group delay in the coder.
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Fig. 3—Circuit for evaluating signal-to-noise ratios of the sub-band coder.

3.2 Segmental s/n

While the s/n measure is perhaps the most widely used criterion in

measuring coder distortion, it has also long been known that it does not

correlate well with subjective performance. 2,4>5 Another definition of

signal-to-noise ratio, however, recently proposed by Noll,6,7 does appear

to correlate better with subjective performance. This measure is based

on s/n measurements made over short segments of speech which are

typically about 20 ms in duration. An average over all of the segments

in the speech utterance is then taken to obtain a composite measure of

performance for the entire utterance. If (s/n)i corresponds to the sig-

nal-to-noise ratio in decibels for a segment, i (computed in the same
manner as in (3)), the segmental s/n, (SEG), is then defined as

SEG = - £ (s/n) if

Jy ,=i
(4)

where it is assumed that there are N 20 ms segments in the speech ut-

terance.

Several problems occur in this definition of segmental s/n when re-

gions of silence exist in the speech utterance. In segments where the input

signal x(n) is essentially zero, any slight noise will give rise to large

negative (s/n)i ratios, and these segments may unduly dominate the

average in (4). To prevent this anomaly, we first identify those segments

which correspond to silence and exclude them from the average in (4).

This is achieved by means of a simple threshold. Let s t represent the

speech energy in a segment, i, so that

1 k
Si =— E x 2(m),

*V m=l
(5)

where K corresponds to the number of speech samples in the segment.

Then the segment will be included in the computation of SEG in (4) if

its energy exceeds a threshold of; that is, if s
t
> of. If it does not exceed

this threshold, it is not included in the average in (4). Furthermore, to
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prevent any one segment from dominating the average, we also limit the

value of (s/nh to a range of -10 to +80 dB. That is, -10 < (s/n)i < 80

dB.

It remains to determine the threshold a\ for the speech/silence deci-

sion. To establish this threshold, we coded a speech utterance composed

of three concatonated sentences in which there was about 30 percent

silence in the entire utterance. Figure 4 shows a plot ofSEG as a function

of at . The threshold a t was varied from to 32767 corresponding to the

range of signal values representable in the 16-bit integer word length of

the computer. The dashed line in Fig. 4 shows the number of segments

included in the SEG measure. As seen in the figure when the threshold

at was below 3, virtually all the silence intervals were included in the SEG

measure. The low (s/n)i in these regions essentially dominated the sum,

resulting in values of SEG of about 1 dB. When the threshold, at , was

raised to a value of 10, nearly all the silence regions were eliminated from

the measure, and the value of SEG rose to about 9 dB. At a threshold of

at
= 30, the value of SEG reached a plateau of about 10.3 dB. Therefore,

the threshold was chosen to be at
= 30 for all SEG measurements. The

conventional s/n for this same utterance was 10.8 dB.

3.3 LPC distance measure

A third performance measure that was used is the LPC distance

measure proposed by Itakura.8'9 This measure is based on an all-pole

model of speech of the form

s(n) = L a(m)s(n - m) + Gu(n),
m=l

(6)
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Fig. 4—Segmental s/n as a function of the speech/silence threshold at .
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where s(n) is the sampled speech signal, a(m)(m = 1, . . . p) are the

coefficients of an all-pole filter which models the resonances of the speech

production mechanism, p is the number of modeled poles, G is the gain

of the filter, and u(n) is the excitation source for the all-pole filter.

The LPC distance measure for a segment, K, of speech (typically 20

ms in duration) is then defined as

dik = logK8»
where

a/j = LPC coefficient vector (1, ai, . . . a„) measured for the &th frame

of the original (reference) speech signal s(n),

bfe = LPC coefficient vector measured for the &th frame of the coded

(or processed) speech is s'(n),

and Vb is the speech correlation matrix of s'(n) whose elements Vy are

defined as

Vbij = v(\i -j\)=
N~£A

s'(n)s'(n + \i -j\), (8)
n=l

where s'(n) is the processed speech signal. The overall distance measure

for the speech utterance is then determined as the average over theN
segments in the utterance,

- 1 N
di = t; E d lk (9)N k=i

By interchanging the roles of the reference and processed speech, a

second distance measure can similarly be defined in the form10

and

L&kVa&i]

d 2 =
r̂
L d2k . (11)

Jy k=i

An average distance measure can now be defined as

d = ^(dx + d 2) (12)

which is the measure used in this paper. The LPC distance measure d is

basically a measure of dissimilarity between the spectra of the processed

and unprocessed speech. It is therefore useful in measuring the spectral

distortion introduced by the coder. If the processed and unprocessed

utterances are identical, then the distance d is zero. For small differences
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between the processed and unprocessed signals, d will typically have a

small positive value less than 1. Large values of d, greater than 1, gen-

erally indicate significant spectral differences between the processed

and unprocessed signals.

IV. DYNAMIC RANGE

The dynamic range of the sub-band coder is determined by the ratio

of maximum to minimum allowed step-sizes in the APCM quantizers. In

this work, we used a ratio ofA^/Amu, = 128, which leads to an effective

dynamic range ofabout 30 to 35 dB over which the quality remains rel-

atively constant. Typically, if the Amax/Amin ratio is increased, the dy-

namic range of the coder increases (within limits) by about 6 dB per

doubling of the ratio.

To improve the performance of the sub-band coder at the low end of

its dynamic range we also used a mid-rise/mid-tread switch in the APCM
coders. 11 This extended the useful range of the coders by about 6 dB and

eliminated the low-level tones and idle channel noise generated by the

APCM coders.

Figure 5 shows the results of the s/n and the SEG measures for the

coder for input signal levels over a range of about 50 dB. The measure-

ments were made for a speech segment composed oftwo sentences, "High

altitude jets whiz past screaming" and "A lathe is a big tool," spoken by

two different male speakers. As seen in the figure, the conventional s/n

is high in the granular noise region of the coder (input levels less than

—10 dB) and drops rapidly in the over-load region (input levels greater

than dB). It is controlled primarily by the high-energy region in the

speech utterance. At low input levels, the s/n measure is typically too

large. It fails to account for the low-level granular noise of the coders,

20

-40

L- RANGE OF RELATIVELY J
1 CONSTANT QUALITY

s/n

.^r
JcT

-20 -10 10

SIGNAL INPUT LEVEL IN DECIBELS

30

Fig. 5—Dynamic range of the sub-band coder: s/n and SEG measurements.
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which can be subjectively disturbing. In the overload region, the s/n

measure overemphasizes the clipping in the high-energy parts of the

coded speech.

The SEG measure agrees much better with our informal observations

of quality. It is more sensitive to the granular noise at low levels and less

sensitive to the overload in very loud parts of the speech. It essentially

treats all time segments on an equal basis and does not favor high or low

parts of the utterance.

In examining the performance of the sub-band coder, it is also in-

structive to observe the performance of the individual APCM coders used

in the sub-bands. Results for s/n and SEG measurements for the 4-, 3-,

and 2-bit coders are presented in Fig. 6, where the results of the 4-bit

coder are obtained from measurements of sub-bands 1 and 2, the results

of the 3-bit coder are obtained from sub-band 3, and results for the 2-bit

coder are obtained from sub-bands 4 and 5. The solid lines refer to s/n

measurements, and the dashed lines refer to SEG measurements. An
important consideration in the design of the sub-band coder is that the

dynamic range in each of the sub-bands be aligned so that, at the opti-

mum input level, each sub-band is operating at its peak performance.

This alignment is determined by the choice of maximum and minimum
step sizes in the coders in each sub-band. The relative values of minimum
step sizes (expressed in decibels) that we used are given in column 4 of

Table I, which resulted in the alignment of the dynamic ranges shown
in Fig. 6.

Figure 7 shows the results of the LPC distance measurements on the

sub-band coder. The measure was made between x{m) and y(m) ac-

cording to the arrangement in Fig. 3 and, therefore, does not take into

account the spectral distortions due to the filters or notches between the

bands. At the optimum input level, the value of the lpc distance is 0.12.

4 BIT (s/n) ^

—Q —*-n ., .

,- 4 BIT (SEG)

\
\
\
\

i^8

- /5 rw,-" „3 BIT (s/n) X

y 3 BIT (SEG) -v .*——^-»^ \
-** \ -*o

: -°\ ^\*^
-2BITISEGI 2 BIT (s/n)-"' ^1s^s

1 1 1 1 1

-30 -20 -10 10

INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL IN DECIBELS

30

Fig. 6—Dynamic range of the individual APCM coders in the sub-bands.
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Fig. 7—LPC distance as a function of the input signal level.

For low input levels, i.e., in the granular noise region, it goes up to 0.56

at a —24-dB input level. At high input levels (+24 dB) in the overload

or clipping region of the coder, the LPC distance goes up to 0.36. Thus,

the spectral distortion is typically greater in the granular noise region

than in the overload region of the coder.

To determine the effect of the bandpass filters and the notches in

frequency response of the filter, a second LPC distance measurement was
made across the sub-band coder according to the arrangement shown
in Fig. 8. The input speech was delayed by a flat delay equal to the delay

of the filters. This reference signal and the output of the coder were then

both filtered with a 200- to 3200-Hz bandpass filter giving the signals

£{m) and #(m). The purpose of the bandpass filters on the outputs is

so that the spectral differences outside of the 200- to 3200-Hz band of

interest do not affect the LPC distance measure.

When we measured the LPC distance between x(m) and^(m) by this

method, we obtained a distance of 0.58 for the sub-band coder (operating

at the optimum input level of dB). We then removed the quantizers

SUB-BAND
CODER

200-3200
BPF

LPC
DISTANCE

y (m)

INPUT
SPEECH

Sim]

DELAY 200-3200
BPF A

x(m)

Fig. 8—Circuit arrangement for measuring the total LPC distance ofthe sub-band coder
(including the effect of the filters) in a 200- to 3200-Hz bandwidth.
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from the coder and measured only the effects of the sub-band filtering.

This resulted in a distance of 0.53 between x(m) and y(m). This distance

is strictly due to the passband ripples, sharp transition bands, and

notches in the frequency response of the coder as seen in Fig. 2. Although

the contribution to the LPC distance due to the filters was greater than

that due to quantization noise, their subjective effects cannot necessarily

be weighted in the same way. Subjectively, the effects of the sharp cutoff

filters and the notches do not strongly affect the quality or intelligibility

of the coder.

V. TANDEM CONNECTIONS

Computer simulations of tandem connections of sub-band coders were

made for up to four coders in tandem. Two types of tandem connections

were considered in this experiment. The first type oftandem link consists

of a sub-band coder followed by 16-bit linear PCM as shown in Fig. 9a.

A parallel link of sub-band filters, shown in dotted lines, was also sim-

ulated in order to generate reference signals to facilitate s/n and SEG
measurements.

In the second type of link shown in Fig. 9b, we simulated the effects

of a digital-to-analog conversion and a resampling of the signals between

each coder. This simulation was achieved by means of an all-pass filter

which was inserted between the tandem links. Again, a reference link

of sub-band filters was also simulated to facilitate signal-to-noise ratio

measurements. The effect of the all-pass filter is to disperse the phase

of the coder output so that the succeeding coders cannot synchronize

their levels from link to link. Figure 10 is a plot of the group delay of the

all-pass filter that was used.

Figure 11 shows the results of s/n and SEG measurements for the

tandem connections as a function of the number of tandem links. The
solid lines refer to s/n measurements and the dashed lines refer to SEG
measurements. The upper two curves refer to measurements made on

the sub-band-to-PCM links in Fig. 9a, and the lower curves refer to

measurements made on the sub-band-to-analog connections of Fig.

9b.

As seen in the figure, for the sub-band-to-analog connections, the s/n

and SEG measures drop by roughly 3 dB per doubling of the number of

tandem links, indicating that the quantization noise contributed by each

link adds independently of other links.

In the sub-band-to-PCM connection, however, it is seen that the

quantizer distortions do not add independently. After the first encoding,

the succeeding coders tend to synchronize their quantizer levels to those

of the first coder, and in this way they do not add any further distortion

to the signal. This result is somewhat surprising in view of the fact that

the quantizers in the sub-bands are separated by interpolating and de-
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Fig. 9—Circuits for measuring performance of tandem connections of sub-band coders,

(a) Sub-band/PCM links, (b) Sub-band/analog links.

cimating filters and all the sub-bands are summed at the outputs of the

coders between links. In one example, we observed an s/n of 6.8 dB in

the fourth sub-band of the first link. In the succeeding links, the s/n of

this same coder went up to 18 dB in the fourth sub-band due to this

synchronization effect.

Figure 12 shows the corresponding results for the LPC distance mea-

surements on the tandem connections. Here again we see that the sub-

band-to-PCM link performs better than the sub-band-to-analog link.

A maximum LPC distance of 0.29 was observed for four sub-band-to-

analog tandem connections, indicating that successive tandem connec-

tions do not excessively distort the spectrum of the coded speech over

that of the initial coding.

Based on informal listening, the quality of two tandem connections

does not appear to be much different than that ofone encoding. For three

sub-band/analog encodings, the differences become apparent, and with

four links the differences are clearly noticeable.
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s/n and SEG measurements for the sub-band/PCM and sub-band/analog tandem
connections.

VI. CHANNEL ERRORS

The analysis of the sub-band coder performance under channel errors

constituted the largest part of our experimental investigations. The coder

performance was analyzed for bit error probabilities of up to 10 percent.

We first analyzed the individual 4-, 3-, and 2-bit APCM coders in each

of the sub-bands in order to assess their performance separately under

channel errors. We then examined the use of a robust step-size adaption

algorithm 12 in order to enhance the performance of these individual

coders. For the 4- and 3-bit coders, we also investigated the use of partial

bit error protection of the sign and most significant bits in the coders.
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Based on these results, we then considered three overall sub-band

coder designs. The first design was the 5-band coder described in Section

II. The second design was the same coder with the robust step-size

adaption algorithm for its APCM coders. In the third design, we consid-

ered a 4-band coder with a reduced bandwidth and a slightly lower bit

rate. The remainding bits were applied to a partial bit error protection

scheme to enhance its robustness under conditions of very high channel

errors. We then analyzed and compared the performance of these three

coders under channel errors.

6. 1 The robust quantizer

The step-size adaption algorithm used in the sub-band coder is based

on the one-word step-size memory scheme proposed by Jayant, Flana-

gan, and Cummiskey.4
-
13 The coder input signal is quantized to one of

2s levels, where B is the number of bits in the coder. The step-size

adaption circuit examines the quantizer output bits for the (r — l)th

sample and computes the quantizer step-size, Ar, for the rth sample

according to the relation

Ar = A,._iM(Lr-i), (13a)

where

< Ar < Ar (13b)

and where Ar_ x is the step-size used for the (r — l)th sample. M(Lr_i)
is a multiplication factor whose value depends on the quantizer magni-

tude level Lr_i at time r — 1. It can take on one of 2B_1 values Mi, M%
. . . M2(s-D. If the lower-magnitude quantizer levels are used at time r

— 1, a value of M(Lr_i) = M; less than one is used to reduce the next

step-size. If upper magnitude levels are encountered, a value of Mt

greater than 1 is chosen. In this way, the coder continuously adapts its

step-size in an attempt to track the short-time variance of the input

signal.

A disadvantage of the above adaption scheme is that, once a step-size
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error occurs, it remains in error until the maximum or mininum step-size

is reached. A modification of this algorithm, proposed by Goodman and

Wilkinson12 allows for the step-size computation to be less sensitive to

past errors. This "robust" algorithm is based on the relation

Ar = (Af- 1/.M(Lr_,) ) (14a)

where

Amin < Ar < Amax . (14b)

The parameter (3 is chosen to be slightly less than 1, and it determines

how rapidly the effects of past errors are dissipated. In the limit when

(3 goes to 1, the algorithm reduces to that of (13a).

As the value of P is reduced, theM values must be adjusted to com-

pensate for its effect on the step-size adaptation. As shown in Ref. 12,

this compensation can be obtained by a simple scaling of theM values.

IfMi represent the idealM values for step-size adaption when 0=1, then

the newM values, denoted as M,, are approximately

Mi = GAti i = 1, 2, . . . 2B~\ (15)

where G is a scaling factor that is dependent on and on the expected

value of Ar . In computer simulations, we determined G by optimizing

the performance of the coders as a function of this scaling factor. Figure

13 is a plot of G as a function that was used in our simulations. It is

based on an expected value of Ar in the range of 500 to 5000, typically

encountered in our computer simulations. As seen in the figure, when
13 varies from 1 down to 15/16 optimum scaling factor, G, increases from

a value of 1 to about 1.5.

0.93

Fig. 13—Multiplier scaling factor, G, as a function of /3, used for computer simulations.
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6.2 Performance of individual coders under channel errors

The performance of the individual apcm coders was examined, in

terms ofs/n and SEG measurements, as a function of the bit-error rate

and the robust quantizer parameter, 13. Figures 14a to 14c show the re-

sults for the s/n measurements for the 4-, 3-, and 2-bit coders, respec-

tively, as a function of bit-error rate where the bit-error rate corresponds

to random channel errors. Figures 15a to 15c show similar results for the

SEG measurements. Four values of were used: 1, 63/64, 31/32, and

10-3 10"a 10"'

BIT ERROR RATE

Fig. 14

—

s/n performance ofthe APCM coders as a function of the bit error rate, (a) 4-bit
coder, (b) 3-bit coder, (c) 2-bit coder.
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::e^ _ = 31/32

10-3 10
" 2 10-'

BIT ERROR RATE

Fig. 15—SEG performance of the APCM coders as a function of the bit error rate, (a) 4-bit

coder, (b) 3-bit coder, (c) 2-bit coder.

15/16. Each value of corresponds to one curve in the plots. The bit error

rate is plotted on a log scale and covers a range of 10" 4 to 10
-1

.

Several conclusions can be drawn from the results in Figs. 14 and 15.

It is seen that the 4-bit coder is the most vulnerable to channel errors

and that the 2-bit coder is the least vulnerable. Fortunately, the 4-bit

coder receives the most improvement from the use of a robust step-size

algorithm. The 2-bit coder, however, receives the smallest improvement

from the robust algorithm.
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The robust quantizer does not seem to affect the s/n and SEG mea-

surements when no channel errors are present until the value of fi is re-

duced below a value of about 31/32. This is assuming that theM values

in the coder are appropriately scaled as discussed in the preceding sec-

tion. If theM values are not properly scaled, then the performance of

the coders will be significantly reduced as fi
decreases. For example, the

performance of the 3-bit coder drops by about 6 dB in s/n and 3 dB in

the SEG measure when /? is reduced from 1 to 31/32 and theM values are

not scaled according to (15).

The optimum choice for the robust quantizer parameter, /3, for pro-

tection against channel errors appears to be about 31/32.

6.3 Partial bit error correction

Since the 4- and 3-bit coders are the most vulnerable to channel errors,

the lower sub-bands which use these coders are affected the most by

channel errors. Subjectively, these are also the most important bands

since distortions in these bands quickly deteriorate the quality of the

sub-band order.

One way to maintain the quality in these lower sub-bands is to provide

for some partial bit-error correction in the transmission of these coder

bits. In this section, we investigate the effect of sign and/or most sig-

nificant magnitude bit protection on the performance of the 3- and 4-bit

APCM coders.

To provide for error correction of transmitted bits, extra parity bits

must be transmitted by the coder. 14
-
15 The degree of error protection

that is achieved is strongly dependent on the design of the error pro-

tection block codes, the bit error rate of the channel, and the percentage

of additional redundant bits that are transmitted for error protection.

Fortunately, since the lower sub-bands typically have low sampling rates

and therefore low transmission rates, the additional transmission rate

required to provide partial bit-error correction of some of the bits in these

lower sub-bands should be relatively small compared to the overall

transmission rate of the coder. In this work, we have avoided issues of

specific designs of block codes for bit error correction. We have instead

assumed that ideal or nearly ideal error protection can be achieved. The
results that we present should therefore be interpreted as upper bounds

on what can be achieved, given a sufficient amount of extra transmission

rate for error protection.

Figure 16a and 16b show results of s/n and SEG measurements on the

4-bit APCM coder, as a function of the bit error rate, for several bit error

protection schemes. In all the results, a robust quantizer with = 31/32

is used. The solid line shows the performance when no bit-error correc-

tion is used. The long dashed curve shows the results when the sign bit

is ideally protected, and the short dashed line shows the results when
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10-3 10'- 2

BIT ERROR RATE

10- 1

Fig. 16—Performance of the 4-bit APCM coder with partial error protection, (a) sin

measurements, (b) SEG measurements.

the most significant magnitude bit is ideally protected. Finally, the long

and short dashed curve shows the performance when both the sign bit

and the most significant magnitude bit are protected. As seen in the

figure, protection of the most significant magnitude bit alone gives a

better performance than when the sign bit is protected alone. This occurs

because an error in the sign bit results in a single isolated error, whereas

an error in the most significant magnitude bit causes a step-size error

which propagates for many samples. At high bit-error rates, significant
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improvements in coder performance are possible with bit-error protec-

tion.

Figure 17 shows similar results for the 3-bit APCM coder. In this case,

the protection of only one bit was considered, either the sign bit (long

dashed line) or the most significant magnitude bit (short dashed line).

It is seen that protecting the sign bit leads to about the same improve-

ment as the most significant magnitude bit. In comparing Figs. 16 and

17, it can be seen that the improvement of the 3-bit coder performance

with error protection in high channel errors is not as large as the im-

provement obtained for the 4-bit coder.

6.4 A sub-band coder design for high channel errors

As noted in the previous section, when high channel errors are en-

countered, it is possible to divert a part of the transmission rate to the

protection of bits in the lower sub-band(s). In this way, some of the coder

quality at low channel error rates can be traded for more robustness of

the coder at high channel error rates. In this section, we consider an ex-

ample of such a design.

Table II shows the choice of bands and bit allocations for a 4-band

14i

—

12 -

in

10 -

8 -

6 -

4 -

2 -

—

12 -

II—
10 -

SIGN-BIT
PROTECTION \

\—•_ \

NO ERROR /

PROTECTION

(a)

MOST SI G MAG.
BIT PROTECTION

CD 8
o
° 6

4
(J

in

MOST SIG MAG
BIT PROTECTION \

(b)

10-3

BIT ERROR RATE

Fig. 17—Performance of the 3-bit APCM coder with partial error protection, (a) sin
measurements, (b) SEG measurements.
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Table II — 16 kb/s 4-band coder with partial bit error correction

Min
Band Sampling Step-Size Bit

Band Edges (Hz) Freq (Hz) (dB) Allocation Kb/s

1 250-500 500 (Ref) 4 2.0
2 500-1000 1000 -1.9 3 3.0
3 1000-2000 2000 -6 2 4.0
4 2000-3000 2000 -10 2 4.0

SYNC AND ERROR CORRECTION 3.0

16.0

16-kb/s coder with partial bit-error correction in the lowest band. The
frequency response of this coder is shown in Fig. 18. In comparison to

the 5-band coder, it is seen that this coder has a narrower overall band-
width and an additional notch in its frequency response. Thus, the

quality of this coder tends to be more reverberant than that of the 5-band
design. The LPC distance measure for this coder, measured according

to Fig. 8, was 0.82 compared to 0.58 for the 5-band coder. When the

sub-band filters alone were measured, a distance of 0.69 was observed

compared to 0.53 for the 5-band coder.

In trade for this reduced quality, the 4-band coder has 3 kb/s of rem-
aining transmission rate or 18.75 percent of its total transmission rate

which can be used for bit error protection. This is applied to the pro-

tection of the sign and most-significant magnitude bits of the 4-bit coder

in the first sub-band.

0b 1.0 .10 3.51.5 2.0 2.5

FREQUENCY IN KILOHERTZ

Fig. 18—Frequency response of the 4-band coder in Table II.
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6.5 Overall performance of the sub-band coders with channel errors

In this section, we present the results of computer simulations of three

different sub-band coder designs under conditions of channel errors. The
simulations were made with random channel errors with error rates of

up to 10-1 . The first coder, coder A, is the 5-band coder in Table I with

no robust quantizer (i.e., (3 = 1). Coder B is the same 5-band design with

a robust quantizer with fi
= 31/32. Coder C is the 4-band design, in Table

II, for high channel errors. It has a robust quantizer, /? = 31/32, and as-

sumes ideal error protection of the sign and most-significant bit in its

first sub-band (the 4-bit APCM coder).

Figure 19 shows the results of the s/n and SEG measurements for the

three coders as a function of the bit error rate. Coders A and B, the 5-

band designs, have the best performance and quality at very low error

rates. The use of the robust quantizer does not significantly reduce the

performance of Coder B (assuming the M values are scaled properly)

at low error rates. The 4-band design has a somewhat lower quality at

low error rates due to its reduced bandwidth and lower effective trans-

mission rate.

As the bit error rate increases, the performance of the unprotected

coder, coder A, drops rapidly. Channel error distortions are noticeable

at error rates of 2 X 10-3 . At error rates of 5 X 10~3 and 10-2, the quality

drops rapidly and at error rates of 2 X 10~ 2 the coder is essentially un-

intelligible.

The use of the robust quantizer significantly improves the perfor-

mance of the 5-band coder for moderate error rates. Coder B has no-

ticeable degradations in quality at bit-error rates of about 10-2 . At error

rates of 2 X 10~2, this quality degrades rapidly and at error rates of 5 X
10-2 the coder starts to become unintelligible.

The 4-band coder, coder C, holds up well for error rates up to about

2 X 10-2 before the effect of channel errors becomes noticeable. Its

quality, however, is slightly lower to begin with. At error rates of 10-1
,

the quality degrades sharply although the coder still appears to be quite

intelligible.

Figure 20 shows the results of the LPC distance measure on the three

coders. These results do not appear to agree well with s/n and SEG
measures nor do they agree well with our informal subjective observa-

tions. For example, at bit error rates of 10-2 the LPC distance of coder

A is 0.35, indicating that the coder should have reasonably good quality.

In fact, the subjective quality of the coder at this point was significantly

degraded. Also, the LPC distance failed to sufficiently distinguish the

differences in quality between coders B and C at high error rates.

To investigate this problem in more detail, we plotted the individual

segmental LPC distances dy, and d^ defined in (7) and (10) as a function

oftime (measured in segments). Figure 21a shows these results for coder
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CODER C
(0 = 31/32 AND BIT

" ERROR PROTECTION)

10- 2

BIT ERROR RATE

Fig. 19—Performance of the three sub-band coder designs under channel errors, (a)

sin measurements, (b) SEG measurements.

A at a bit error rate of 10~ 2 for two concatenated sentences. From this

plot, it becomes clear as to what is happening. On the average, the coder

performance is quite good. However, in about 10 or 12 isolated segments,

severe distortions were observed where channel errors occurred in lower

sub-bands. Because of these isolated errors, the entire sentence sounds

poor in quality. Figure 21b shows similar results for coder A at error rates

of 5 X 10~2
. Again, it is seen that there are numerous segments in which

the distortions are intolerable; however, on the average, the distortion

was not that bad; i.e., it was below 1. Subjectively, the presence of these

large errors made the sentence virtually unintelligible.
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BIT ERROR RATE

Fig. 20—LPC distance as a function of bit-error rate for the three sub-band coder
designs.

From these observations, we conclude that the LPC distance, used

properly, is in fact a good indicator of quality. However, when an overall

measure of quality for an utterance is required, something more so-

phisticated than a simple mean of the segmental distances must be used.

This is particularly important in the case of channel errors.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, a number of general conclusions can be drawn from the

results of this work.

(i) When the maximum-to-minimum step-size ratios of the APCM
coders is 128 and the dynamic range of sub-bands are properly aligned,

the quality of the coder remains relatively constant over a range of input

levels of about 30 dB. This range increases by about 6 dB per doubling

of this step-size ratio. The idle channel noise performance of the coder

can be improved by the use of a mid-rise/mid-tread switch on the

quantizers in the APCM coders.

(ii) For tandem connections of sub-band coders with conversion to

analog format between links, the signal-to-noise ratio drops by roughly

3 dB per doubling of the number of tandem coders. When linear phase

FIR filters are used in the coders and they are connected by PCM links,

the step sizes of the coders tend to synchronize, and the performance of

the tandem connection improves.
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100

TIME IN FRAMES
200

Fig. 21—LPC distance as a function of time for (a) coder A at a bit error rate of 10~2 and
(b) coder A at a bit error rate of 5 X 10

-2
(note a difference in scale).

(Hi) The effects of channel errors in an unprotected sub-band coder

are first observed at bit error rates of about 2 X 10~3
. At error rates of

2 X 10-2 , the quality of the coder is essentially unintelligible. When a

robust quantizer algorithm is used, errors are first noticeable at bit error

rates of about 10~2
, and at error rates above 5 X 10

-2 the coder becomes

unintelligible. When both a robust quantizer and partial bit-error pro-

tection is used in the lower sub-band(s), the effect of channel errors is

not significant until error rates of about 2 X 10-2 are reached and the

coder appears to be intelligible at error rates as high as 10
-1

. The above

results are based on the assumption that sufficient protection is provided

for the synchronization and parity bits so that no loss of synchronization

occurs between high channel errors and that nearly ideal error protection

is possible for the coder bits which are protected in the partial bit-error

protection scheme.
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